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How is High-tech survey different from Old Cadastral Survey?

Before proceeding for HIigh Tech Survey, we should know about Survey.

Survey is a method of measuring the surface of the earth to determine the

horizontal distances, angles, and elevations of a particular area. The measurements

are then typically plotted on a map with appropriate scale. Surveys are used to

identify boundaries and features of land to determine ownership i.e. Record of

Rights (RoRs) for revenue administration. The map created by a Survey with detailed

land plots for demarcating land ownership (Cadastre) is called Cadastral map.

The traditional method of Cadastral Survey involves the application of Plain

Plain Table Measuring Chains
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Table, Chain Triangulation, Prismatic Compass Traverse and Theodolite.

Compass Theodolite

While plane Table survey is not capable of surveying the areas having slope

greater than 10°, Theodolite is helpful up to only 30° slope. Besides these limitations,

the final map also filled with errors due to inaccuracy in handling the instruments

and procedures followed at the field. In Odisha, measurement of lands is done

using chains with 5% of permissible error. The errors occured in measurement, are

thus adjusted with the government land (Forest, waste land) at the end. Divider is

used for making adjustment by the Amins. The map can only be printed to specific

scale and up dation of Map is very difficult. For above reason, numerous

controversies arise in old Cadastral Survey.

Methods of High tech survey, on the other hand overcome these limitations

and facilitate survey of any area having slopes to any degree and having obstacles

like high rise building and tree covers etc. with great level of accuracy.

The new digital methods of survey are very efficient and less time consuming

as compared to traditional survey. It facilitates creation and updation of land

records with shorter time span without compromising quality, transparency and

grievance-redressal with involvement of less manpower. Because of its flawless use

of digital Geo-referencing, the records and the maps prepared through Hi-Tech

Survey Methodology is permanent and can be stored in soft and hard copies with

backup in central server. Land parcel data created thereof is most transparent and

accessible to public, once it is web-hosted in public domain.

The new method of Survey has a power to maintain high accuracy at

millimeter level both in area and distance. By digitization, linking can be made for

Land Information System and it will help in quick up dation of the map. Litigations

arising out of land can be solved easily using the accurate database. These

advantages enable fast decision making for the government. Case studies

involving the use of High-Tech Survey for decision making include the
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High Court order for High-Tech survey to demarcate Encroachment around

Barabati Stadium for eviction and Order of Saha Commission for High-Tech Survey

of all mines before giving lease.

Drone Survey Aerial Photography

Earlier to implement and regularize of survey in Odisha, the Survey &

Settlement Act, 1958 recommended the old methods of Cadastral Survey. But with

the proclamation of National Land Records Modernization Programme (NLRMP),

The Odisha Special Survey and Settlement Act/Rule, 2012 were brought by the Govt

of Odisha, for High-Tech Survey. The Act/Rule envisages the following three High-

Tech Survey Methods for cadastral map preparation and consequential generation

of Records of Rights (RoR).

Method I: Pure Ground Method using ETS and DGPS.

Method II: Hybrid Method using Aerial Photographs supported by Ground Truthing

using Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) and/or Total Station.

Method III: Method using High Resolution Satellite Imagery supported by Ground

Truthing using Differential GPS and /or Total Station.

ETS DGPS
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How is Hi-Tech Survey conducted in the Field?

The complete process of High-Tech Survey in the Field can be segregated

into three phases namely, the Pre Survey, Survey and Post Survey. The procedures

followed in these phases are elaborated in the OSSS Rules 2012. The process flow

below indicates in brief the processes and steps therein.

The field survey using DGPS and ETS follows the below described procedures.

(a) The Surveyor with Total Station shall start the work from a Tertiary Control Point,

using the Auxiliary Control Point for back-sighting. The vertices/ bends of the land

parcel shall be surveyed as offsets from various traverse stations. The traverse shall

finally be closed on the Second Tertiary Point for checking the accuracy of the

traverse. DGPS can also be used for surveying land parcels by occupying any

available GCP in the nearby area. The survey work shall be carried out as per

existing demarcations on the ground. The observed points are to be joined in the

field itself to avoid any ambiguity later.

DETERMINATION OF DIFFERENT GROUND CONTROL POINTS

(b) The Revenue Officers/ RIs/ ARIs/ Amins have to identify and show the Vertices/

Plot corners of which DGPS/ETS observations are to be taken.

DGPS Survey ETS Survey
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(c) Wherever there is Reserved Forest/ Land transferred to government departments

or community, the concerned officials / local people should be involved in

identifying the relevant parcel boundaries.

(d) In cases where boundaries are not demarcated, the parcel boundaries should

be surveyed only after their demarcation on the ground has been carried out by

concerned RI/ ARI/ Amin, in the presence of the concerned Owner(s)/ Enjoyer(s).

(e) All land parcels surveyed should be given a unique ID which shall be used for

linking the attribute data collected in respect of the land-parcel.

(f) The team performing “Khanapuri” activity shall collect data on current land use,

irrigation status and other land attribute data and for integration, the survey team

should be supplied with those information.
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Role of Revenue Officers in Verification, validation and preparation of RoRs and

Maps under Odisha Special Survey and Settlement Act 2012 and Rules Thereof?

In High tech survey, the method used involves private agencies and Revenue

administration of Government, functioning with a symbiotic relationship. While the

Agency deals with the core technological part of data capturing, processing, map

making and updating, the Revenue Administration deals with people associated

with the land or we can say the land owners. Concerned Revenue Officers to follow

and maintain proper procedures as envisaged in Odisha Special Survey and

Settlement Act/Rules 2012 and make the survey work hassle free. The provisions of

OSS&S Act and Rules clearly mentioned the roles and responsibilities of both the

players which are elaborated in the answer for the second question. Rrepeating the

same things again, here the role and responsibilities of Revenue Officers in

verification, validation and preparation of RoRs and Maps are elaborated in a birds

view.

Managing Pre Field Survey Procedures:

After publication of the Gazette notification of Government expressing its

intention for High Tech Survey in a particular region, the Tahasildar creates

awareness in the regions by giving notification inviting self declaration by the

landowners and initiates the process of verification of all such declarations.

Concerned Tahsildar issues verification certificates and maintains register for

declaration under disputes.

Validation for Quality Control:

Quality control is an important aspect of any kind of Survey. High Tech Survey

is highly prone to multiple errors (intentional and unintentional, Manual and

Technical) propagated at each stage of survey. But at the same time, millimeter

level accuracy can be achieved, if followed with the simple quality control

measures.

Errors propagates when Agency fast-forward the method using un-calibrated

geo-locations from satellite images. As calibration involves collection of location

and length data using DGPS and ETS in the field, sometimes the persons involved in

the process skips delicate field observations in connivance with the ground level

revenue functionaries (Amin, RI and ARI) to save money and time for personal gain

and prepares faulty maps. The errors such produced are so redundant that it invites

complex issues ranging from conflict between agency and administration to

countless litigation from land owner. Case studies are available on the effects of

such errors. Provided the time bound grievance-redressal mechanism of the act it

becomes difficult to settle the issue, thus the objective of High-Tech Survey gets

defied. For example, the issues reported by administration of Kantapada and

Baranga Tahasil about the discrepancies in the map produced by such faulty

method and procedural lapses found in survey work by the Tricad Agency led to
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termination of its contract and subsequent litigation. Millions in taxpayers’ money

was wasted and ample time and energy of Administration was spent unnecessarily.

High Tech Survey involves huge amount of technology and it is difficult to

repeat multiple times in case incorrigible errors propagated in the data. Therefore, it

should be checked at proper level. Here comes the importance of Revenue

Officers. In OSS&S Act, Revenue Officers are entrusted with the power to engage

field staffs to be present during the field data collection by preparing and notifying

the date schedules of such field data collection. As per the provisions under Rule

7(3), comparing with the existing map, spot verification of areas and boundaries of

existing plots must be done 100% by Amin, 25% by RI, 10% by Revenue Supervisor, 2%

by Tahasildar and 1% by Sub-Collector within 30 days of receipt of first hand map

and corrections to be incorporated in the map prepared. It is the duty of Revenue

Officers to ensure proper verification as prescribed. Hence, the quality of survey

depends largely upon the sincere involvement of Revenue Officers in this

verification process.

Three stage Grievance Redressal for RoRs:

The Old Survey & Settlement Act has no scope of grievance redressal during

the process of creation of RoR, whereas, OSS&S Act 2012 provides three stages of

Grievance redressal mechanism to bring perfection in RoRs. Objections are invited

and herd after preparation of Preliminary RORs, Draft RoRs and the Final RoRs by the

Tahasildar, Additional Sub-Collector and Additional District Magistrate respectively.

All kinds of objections must be disposed within a stipulated time frame of 30 days

from the date of getting objections. The provision brings transparency and

accuracy. Hence Revenue officers play very crucial role in the Grievance Redressal

process during the RoRs creation under OSS&S framework.

Process Documentation:

High Tech Survey involves different stakeholders with multiple layers of

interactions between landowners and revenue administration. OSS&S Rules 2012

prescribes numbered Form as a tool to record these interactions and

communications at suitable occasions. Besides communications, the process

requires to maintain registers such as Register of claims/objections, plot register and

abstracts of RoRs at appropriate level. It is the sole responsibility of the Revenue

Officers to ensure proper maintenance of all the forms as prescribed by the rules.

Overall Coordination:

High-Tech Survey is a coordinated work of Revenue Administration, Private

Agency and the Landowners. Proper coordination and cooperation is required

among these stakeholders for smooth operation in each stage of Survey. Revenue

Officers is required to make a conducive environment by percolating vital

informations to generate awareness among the people about the provisions

involved in the process. The rules specifies procedures of proclaimation, invitation of
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objections, circulation of maps and RoRs for verification etc. which needs to be

initiated by the Revenue Officer in appropriate time. Tahasildar invites consent from

the landowners, ensures proper security and logistics for the field. A coherent liaison

between the Agency and Revenue Officer is a must to incorporate the changes

after each stage of grievance redressal. Besides, time to time sensitization of ground

level staffs and other administrative officers, landowners, local law professionals,

buyers and sellers regarding the process is required for effective time management.

Hence, Revenue Officers bear the overall coordination and supervision work for

smooth survey.

The above mentioned paragraphs mention about, role of Revenue Officers in

verification, validation and preparation of RoRs and Maps under Odisha Special

Survey and Settlement Act 2012 and Rules thereof.
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